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Before explaining the important instructions, person should now the key or important facts about
whale sharks. The biggest type of whale shark in the whole world is Rhincodon Typus whale shark.
The smallest size of whale shark is about 15 inches or 38 cm long. Moreover, for enjoying whale
shark diving person should know that the whale shark is almost 70 million years old.

The important and common instructions for diving with whale sharks are as follows:

1.	The most important and basic instruction in order to swim with whale sharks is that person should
collect important information about whale sharks before swimming with them. For this purpose,
person should visit library or any book store. Moreover, summer season is the best time for diving
with whale sharks.

2.	Secondly, while enjoying swim with whale sharks person should choose the best tour company
that should be specialize and popular for swimming with whale sharks.

3.	Thirdly, person should get help and guidance from whale shark expert before starting for diving
with whale sharks. It is very essential that person should receive his/her safety as well as best
underwater suit.

4.	There are different types of whale sharks are found in many places of world such as zebra whale
sharks, brown whale sharks and sand tiger whale sharks. In order to enjoy swim with whale sharks,
person should know that he/she will need important things such as dive mask, swim suit, water
shoes etc.

5.	Another important and main instruction in order to enjoy or perform swim with whale sharks we
can say that person should get the diver certification. Before starting this adventurous activity, it is
very important that person should get his/her diver certification.

6.	Moreover, for performing this thrilling and adventurous activity, person should complete the
waiver. Before starting any type of whale shark diving experience, person should sign the waiver.

7.	Last important and common instruction in order to swim with whale sharks is that person should
be completely prepared. Person should make sure that he/she arranges everything before leaving
him/her self for enjoying diving experience. Important things for performing whale shark diving are
diver certification, bathing suit, towel and water resistant shoes. Moreover, person can also bring
his/her personal diving mask for swimming with whale sharks.

In the final conclusion, these are important and significant instructions for enjoying swim with whale
sharks. By successfully implementing these instructions or guidelines, every diver or adventurous
person can easily perform diving with whale sharks.

Apart from these instructions, person should watch different documentaries on whale sharks. In this
way, person will get an idea that how to perform successfully swimming with whale sharks. Finally,
swim with whale shark is considered to be thrilling and exciting activity and person can successfully
perform this activity if he/she follows the above mentioned instructions or guidelines.
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